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leading vassal, and in return he was able to piece together
the royal lands and build up a powerful imperial domain
from Savoy eastwards. In Central Italy, to which the pro-
visions of the treaty of Constance did not apply, he could
continue the feudal regime. There too the imperial domain
was consolidated; but it was the feudal powers that were
favoured there, and he was able to institute a system of direct
rule. The key to the situation was the territory of countess
Matilda; to maintain his hold on this was all-important.
In this he was risking another encounter with the Papacy, Hjf8 relations
and it was not the only cause of disagreement between them, papacy6
The general issue of royal control over the Church in Germany
was raised by a disputed election at Treves in 1183; the
Emperor claimed the right of decision, by virtue of the
Worms Concordat, and the disappointed candidate, Folmar,
appealed to the Pope. In September 1184 Frederick came
to Italy to negotiate with the Pope in person at Verona. On
minor points he was prepared to be extremely conciliatory,
promising his help against heretics and at the Pope's inter-
cession granting leave to Henry the Lion to return from
exile. The Pope, for his part, was inclined to yield in the
matter of the Troves archbishopric, though he refused all
the compromises which Frederick proposed with regard
to Matilda's inheritance. Frederick raised another equally
delicate question when he requested that his son might be
crowned co-Emperor, as had been done by previous Popes
for Louis the Pious and Otto L Lucius was willing enough
to satisfy the Emperor, but in view of the obvious hostility
of the cardinals to the proposal he could do no more than
temporise. So, though the discussion was friendly, on none
of the major issues had any decision been reached when
Frederick left Verona,
Having established cordial relations with the Lombards, Marriage
and discussed amicably with the Pope the points at issue ^£n^e
between them, the Emperor then turned to the third of his Norman king
former enemies—the king of Sicily*   William II was of quite
different mould from his predecessors.   Though famous for
his exploits against the Eastern Emperor and the Seljuk
Turks, he did all his fighting by deputy and took part in no
campaign himself.   His easy-going disposition endeared him
to his subjects, who named him w William the Good," and his

